
 

PITCH PERFECT 

The “PITCH PERFECT” Event held on 9 November 2023 at Silver Jubilee Seminar Hall on the 
occasion of “NATIONAL ENTREPRENUERSHIP DAY” was an exciting and dynamic platform for 
individuals to showcase their innovative ideas and receive constructive feedback from a diverse 
audience. Organized by the Student Alliance for Innovation and Leadership (SAIL) under the 
Center for Innovation, Incubation Research and Entrepreneurship (C-i2RE), the event aimed to foster 
creativity, Start-ups and community engagement. 

The event followed a structured format, providing each participant with a limited time to pitch 
their idea. The format included a brief introduction to entrepreneurship, SAIL and its activities, 
followed by the idea pitch. The pitches covered a wide range of topics, from technology and business 
ventures to social initiatives and artistic projects. 

A distinguished panel of judges, consisting of Dr. Sunil Pratap Reddy, Dr. V. Raju Reddy, and 
Sri. K. Ajith, Sri. S. Chandramoul, Sri. K. Kishore, Mr Dhruti S. Das, Mr Divyank Raj Phatak and Mr 
Teja Karra were responsible for evaluating the pitches. The criteria for assessment included the 
novelty of the idea, feasibility, potential impact and the quality of the presentation. The judges 
actively engaged with the presenters during the Q&A session, providing valuable insights and 
suggestions. 

Feedback forms were distributed to both participants and audience members to gather insights 
on the event's strengths and areas for improvement. This feedback will be crucial for the organizers in 
planning future events, ensuring a better experience for both presenters and attendees. The event was 
not only a platform for idea pitching but also an excellent networking opportunity. Participants had 
the chance to connect with like-minded individuals and get to know their fellow entrepreneur 
students in our college. 

The “Pitch Perfect” Event successfully fulfilled its objectives of providing a platform for idea 
expression, promoting diversity, and fostering community engagement. It catalyzed creativity and 
innovation, leaving participants and attendees inspired and motivated. The event's success suggests a 
promising future for similar initiatives that contribute to the growth of local talent and ideas within 
the community. 

The success of the event would not have been possible without the dedication and hard work 
of the organizing team, the support of sponsors, the participation of enthusiastic presenters, and the 
engagement of the audience. We especially thank Dr. K. Raja Narender Reddy sir Head of C-i2RE for 
their immense support and Founders lab Mentors Mr. K. Teja Sir, Mr. Divyank Raj Phatak sir and Mr. 
Dhruti Das Sir for coordinating all the works. The organizers extend their gratitude to everyone 
involved in making the “Pitch Perfect “Event a memorable and impactful experience. 



List of ideas pitched at the Pitch Perfect Event 

Name Roll No. Branch Batch 
year 

Phone No. Idea 

N    Nithin Varma B21IT045 IT 3 6301111060 Getting all the film resources for anyone to 
start a film 

Rahul  
Peddapally  

b21AI010   3 8309884410 crime detection and criminal detection 
system  

Bhavana  b23cs082 CSE  8074026132 Created an app for real-time data providing 
and an agricultural Marketplace for farmers 
(Tomato Challenge 

A.srinidhi 
Nayak 

B21ME051 MECH 3 9390916971 SMART BINS 

Abhinay Naik   Mech 3 9346213744 Agri shield 

Md Ghouse  B22ME127l mech 3   E -Dhobi 

Zameer B22CN051 CSN1 2 8688118031 House Shifting 

N NAGARAJ B22CN065  2 9949499507 Platform FOR LEGAL 
CONSULTANTS 

Rithwik 
 

B22CS145 CSE 2 9492321818 The platform for doctors and medical 
students 

N Sri nikth B23CN026 CSN1 1 7660931747 Sensor Based Solar Power Generation System 

Shrimayee B20IT039 IT 4 9908350525 College bus tracking system 

Sayed Nawid 
Mudassir 

B23ME073L mech 2  9849385692 platform for finding mechanic near by 

Rohini    9390661549 Women Health SERVICE PROVIDING 
PLATFORM for corporate sector  

G.Siddhartha B21EC090 ECE 3 9618210289 Smart streetlight system - fault detection 

 

Result of the Event “PITCH PERFECT “ 

Mastering the Art of Pitching: 
 Students acquired the skill of delivering compelling pitches before both an audience and a panel of judges.  
 
Reality Check from Industry Experts: 
 A reality check was administered as students faced challenging questions from seasoned industry 
professionals, preparing them for real-world scenarios.  
 
Invaluable Insights from Expert Panel:  
Students gained profound insights from a highly skilled panel, enriching their understanding of the subject 
matter.  
 
Innovative Ideas from the Audience:  
The audience contributed fresh applications and ideas, providing a fertile ground for students to kickstart their 
entrepreneurial journey.  
 
First-Year Enthusiasm:  
All first-year students are now eager and prepared to showcase their ideas in upcoming events, reflecting 
newfound confidence and readiness.  
 
 
 



Viral Video Showcasing Skillful Communication:  
A captivating video created by the SAIL team not only communicated the event details but also went viral, 
highlighting the team's exceptional video-making skills.  
 
Media Recognition:  
The event garnered extensive coverage in newspapers and news channels, underscoring its significance and 
impact in both academic and media spheres. 

 
Social Media Outreach 

 
INSTAGRAM REACH: 

 
 

Event Photos:- 
 

 

 


